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Brand Statement
Disposables and cleaning supplies to keep 
your operation running smoothly

Monogram is an extensive line of disposables and cleaning 
products. From paper dinnerware and cups to 
multifunctional food packaging and degreasers, Monogram 
has the solution to your cleaning and disposable needs.

Brand Statement defines the products and benefits of the brand. It’s generally 
used on websites, sell sheets, guides and any promotional pieces that 
showcase several items of that brand.
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BRAND VOICE

Brand Voice BTB
Monogram is an extensive line of disposable products.  
From paper dinnerware and cups to multifunctional food 
packaging, Monogram has the solution to all your disposable 
needs under one brand. To tell that story, the tone is “sell 
with a smile” to make it appropriate and engaging. Three to 
four descriptive sentences paint a picture of the dining 
experience each product creates. The “sell” is a description 
of product attributes. The “smile” is a slice-of-life statement 
that lightens the mood of the copy in an attempt to endear 
the brand or product to the customer.
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BRAND MARK

Brand Mark

The Monogram logos are strong, bold and clean, with stylized tweaks differentiating the 
two: the wave in the “cleaning/disposables” line alludes to water, while the leaf in the 
“sustain” line alludes to a natural environment. The respective colors and accents are subtle 
enough to work well as a pair.
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PROTECTED SPACE & MINIMUM SIZE

Protected Space & 
Minimum Size
Clean, white space and minimal layout elevate the 
perception of the quality of Monogram. To maintain the 
integrity of this high-quality brand across all applications it is 
important to abide by the rules laid out in these guidelines, 
starting with the protected space and minimum size. The 
logo should appear no smaller than 1 inch in width in any 
application. Always respect the clear space around the logo; 
it should always measure at least half the height of the word 
“Monogram.”

X

X
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INCORRECT USE OF THE BRAND MARK

Do not change the color. Do not add a drop shadow. Do not rotate the logo.

Do not remove or change 
the graphics elements.

Do not scale 
disproportionately.

Do not skew.

Do not place on top of busy 
photography or background 
color.

Incorrect Use  
of the Brand Mark
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PRIMARY COLOR PALETTE

Primary Color Palette
The “cleaning/disposables” logo is blue, which evokes 
dependability and trust, clarity and cleanliness.  
The “sustain” logo is green, which signals an eco-friendly 
line of products. Together, blue and green symbolize earth 
and nature, further strengthening the brand position.

PANTONE 7703 C

C: 79
M: 2
Y: 10
K: 11

R: 0
G: 156
B: 189

HTML: #009CBD

PANTONE 7519 C

C: 24
M: 42
Y: 45
K: 68

R: 94
G: 75
B: 60

HTML: #5E4B3C

PANTONE 7742 C

C: 71
M: 5
Y: 100
K: 45

R: 74
G: 119
B: 60

HTML: #4A773C
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TYPOGRAPHY

Typography
The primary typeface for Monogram is Ultramagnetic Bold. It 
was chosen for its clean and soft look. Typeset headers and 
subheads in Ultramagnetic Bold, leaving the body copy and 
call-outs in Trade Gothic.

The secondary typeface for Monogram is Gotham. Use it for 
longer passages of text.

Ultramagnetic Bold
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

Gotham Medium
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

Gotham Bold
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890
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PHOTOGRAPHY

Photography
Monogram should feature product imagery that is clean and 
sparsely propped.

Professional product and kitchen photography are a very 
important part of every brand when designing collateral and 
print ads. It is essential that it looks professional. 

Monogram images should be photographed with bright, 
natural lighting and a short depth of field for a soft-focus 
background. This effect may be achieved in post production.
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PHOTOGRAPHY

Always choose the freshest and least-processed imagery 
of raw food ingredients to reinforce the message of 
quality. Food should be photographed with bright, 
airy lighting and retouched to eliminate shadows and 
distracting imperfections.

Delicious food photography is a very important part of 
every brand when designing collateral and print ads. It is 
essential that it looks appealing and fresh. Food imagery 
should look like it was prepared in a restaurant by an 
experienced chef, not like a home-cooked meal. Raw food 
ingredients are also acceptable and may be used to tell 
an ingredient or flavor story.

Images are illustrative of visual styling and are not indicative of product categories.
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OMNI-CHANNEL APPLICATIONS

Omni-Channel  
Applications
US Foods® marketing campaigns always include digital 
extensions that involve websites, apps, social media and more.

The tone exactly mimics the US Foods program it's a part of 
(The Scoop, Food Fanatics®). In fact, it is recommended that 
we lift much of the copy from the printed materials and use it 
as a base to create the digital works.

For experiential marketing application, there should be no 
limits to the creativity to delight and engage customers. That 
includes the US Foods voice. The copy must be bright and fun 
to encourage the reader to participate.
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OMNI-CHANNEL APPLICATIONS

Sell Sheets

Scrubber Sales Deck

Rolltop Banner

MONOGRAM® PLEATPAK™  
 
You have customers that love your burgers and sandwiches. 
If they can’t enjoy them at your restaurant, make sure that 
your signature sandwiches stay intact during takeout with the 
Monogram® Pleatpak™. It’s wrapping made easy.

SCOURING PADS & SCRUBBERS, GRILL CLEANERS 
AND CLEANING AIDS 
Scouring pads and scrubbers are essential to keeping any area clean, not just the 
kitchen. From janitorial work to equipment cleaning, give your staff everything they need 
to do the job right. Our Monogram® products range from light to medium to heavy-duty 
scouring performance.

keeping your operation
running smoothly

5

GRILL CLEANING

Product Attributes

• Individually wrapped grill block cleans residue and 
caked-on carbon from HOT griddles quickly with 
minimal effort

Benefits

• Deep cleaning will not scratch grill or ruin grill 
surface like chemical-based alternative cleaners

Product Attributes

• Abrasive, open-mesh polishing screen resists 
clogging while removing food particles

• Use with polishing pad (2948875) along with 
optional holder (4854642 ) for extra protection 
from heat

Benefits

• Polishing screen for grill surface

Grill Bricks Grill Screens

A-Code Product Description Pack Size

2948859 Grill Bricks 12/1 EA

A-Code Product Description Pack Size

2950293 Grill Screens 10/20 EA

Target Segments

• All operators using flat, hot griddles and some janitorial and building 
equipment applications

Uses

• Deep cleaning of flat griddle

Target Segments

• All operators with flat, hot griddles

Uses

• Polishing of flat griddle

CATERING PRODUCTS 
Catering is on the rise, with operator purchases creating a $43.4 billion market.*

•	 $15.9 billion in business-to-business catering
•	 $27.5 billion in consumer (social) catering
•	 Customize your catering items - see the last section for complete details

*Source: Technomic April 2013

Looks so good, it’s hard to believe it’s plastic! Inspired by the tradition 
of elegant silverware and china, Monogram® Silver Look Cutlery & 
Plates offer the detail and finish of an upscale tabletop presentation.

PARTY PLATTERS

Features & Benefits

Snap-tight lids make transportation easy and keep food safe 
and secure from prep to presentation!

A-Code Product Description Pack Size

7662935 12” Black Round Platter 36

7662968 16” Black Round Platter 36

7663016 18” Black Round Platter 36

7663545 12” Premium Black Round Platter 36

7663578 16” Premium Black Round Platter 36

7663743 18” Premium Black Round Platter 36

7663958 12” Clear High Dome Platter Lid 36

7664139 16” Clear High Dome Platter Lid 36

7664154 18” Clear High Dome Platter Lid 36

Monogram® Party Platters

CATERING BOWLS
A-Code Product Description Pack Size

7643539 80 oz Black Round Serving Bowl 50

7644149 160 oz Black Round Serving Bowl 50

7644941 320 oz Black Round Serving Bowl 25

7637754 80 oz Clear Round Dome Bowl Lid 50

7642366 160 oz Clear Dome Bowl Lid 50

7642747 320 oz Flat Bowl Lid 25

Monogram® Catering Bowls

SINGLE-SERVE BOWLS
A-Code Product Description

Pack 
Size

3600251 32 oz Black Square Bowl 150

3600301 32 oz Black Round Microwaveable Bowl 300

3600350 32 oz Clear Square Dome Bowl Lid 150

3600228 32 oz Clear Round Dome Bowl Lid 300

Monogram® Single-Serve Bowls

SERVING UTENSILS
A-Code Product Description Pack Size

7645153 10” Black Serving Spoon 72

7653033 10” Black Serving Fork 72

7667553 10” Black Serving Tongs 36

1775196 6.25” Black Serving Tongs 72

Monogram® Serving Utensils

© 2014 US Foods
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PACKAGING

Packaging
All design standards also apply to the packaging of every 
product. Design cues such as color, fonts, etc., must be 
incorporated to maintain a cohesive look. Please refer to 
packaging guidelines for complete information regarding 
packaging design.
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